
BIM Training Solutions 
Be a part of the digital revolution

Book your BIM training online by visiting 
bsigroup.com/training or call us today on +44 345 086 9000

BSI Training Academy  



Building Information Modelling
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is the process of creating, managing and sharing structured information to 
allow for greater collaboration and better built projects.

BIM is revolutionizing the way the construction industry manages its assets. By ensuring everyone in the supply 
chain shares information in a collaborative way, BIM encourages the use of a consistent management framework 
that helps mitigate costs and delays. 

It is effective information management in a team environment, where everyone aspires to work to the same 
standards. Essentially, BIM creates value from the combined efforts of people, process and technology. It allows 
those who work within BIM to optimize their actions - resulting in greater overall value.

Changing the face of construction

The global construction industry is increasingly becoming more critical to a country’s growth and economy. 
From sustaining local businesses to providing the infrastructure they need to compete on an international level. 

The benefits of BIM can be seen in the operational phase of buildings and infrastructure of those already utilizing 
the process; creating a workforce that is more efficient, competitive and forward-thinking. 

With the UK leading the way and demonstrating the clear cut benefits of digital construction technology, other 
countries will soon follow in its footsteps. For the global construction industry, this presents an exciting 
opportunity to embrace change, increase productivity and secure new contracts worldwide.  

To ensure you make the most of this opportunity, our new BIM training courses provide the knowledge and 
practical skill to help you get ahead. 

Pioneers of leading-edge learning

As the world’s first National Standards 
Body and a founding member of ISO, 
no one knows standards like BSI. 

We’ve been working with government 
and industry to develop BIM standards 
that facilitate more efficient data 
interoperability and you can download 
these for free from the BSI Shop: 

http://shop.bsigroup.com/BIM 

We know these documents inside out 
and our training is designed to help you 
make the most of them.



Course Duration Strategic Management Operational

BIM Fundamentals   2 days      •      •      •
BIM Information Management   2 days      •      •
BIM Processes & Procedures    2 days      •      •
BIM Implementation    1 day      •      •      •

Which course do I need?
We understand that every project is unique. Depending on your level of involvement, you’ll face different challenges 
and embrace different opportunities. Our training courses provide the relevant information you need, allowing you 
to get the most out of your training experience.

New course range

Gain a detailed understanding of the 
key drivers, requirements and strategic 
alignment needed to deliver BIM and how 
it allows you to achieve a faster, more 
efficient delivery of projects.

BIM Fundamentals

Grasp the key processes and procedures 
of delivering successful build projects 
using BIM, in line with UK Government 
requirements and industry best practice.

BIM Processes & Procedures

Learn how to effectively manage 
information across all stages of 
construction projects utilizing BIM.

BIM Information Management

Develop the knowledge and skill required 
to effectively implement BIM across your 
organization and supply chain.

BIM Implementation

Train with the best
BIM is more than just working in a digital environment. It’s about ensuring teams have the relevant knowledge and 
capabilities to achieve best practice and the continued drive to commit to it.

Developed in conjunction with leading industry consultants and trends, our training courses provide the most 
relevant and up-to-date information in the market. You’ll learn how to effectively manage information across all 
stages of your construction projects.

All our training courses are fully aligned to the Government’s definition of Level 2 BIM so you can start delivering 
projects to meet requirements early. Wherever you are on your journey, whatever your role, we have a course to 
help you be more efficient at what you do.



Your BIM journey

Kitemark Court, Davy Avenue, 

Knowlhill, Milton Keynes, MK5 8PP

T:+44 345 086 9000

E: training@bsigroup.com   

Book today by visiting bsigroup.com/training

We don’t just train you to meet standards – we create 
them. As the world’s first National Standards Body 
and a founding member of ISO, no one knows 
standards like BSI. Our expert knowledge means a 
lot and when you train with us, you benefit from this 
expertise.

Our high impact accelerated learning approach is proven 
to fast-track learning by improving knowledge retention 
and skill application. Our training courses are activity 
based, resulting in a deeper understanding of material 
and greater impact on job performance.

Our knowledge Our approach

Our training courses will give you the knowledge and 
skills to embed the standards that matter to you the 
most. To promote your professional development, you’ll 
receive a personalized BSI Training Academy certificate 
that’s recognized worldwide.

Your expertiseOur tutors

BSI Training Academy

Our tutors are the best in the business. As industry 
experts, they’ll transfer the knowledge you need to 
embed standards into your organization and develop 
them through continual improvement.
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